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On Guard 
 
Let us pray… 
 
It was supposed to be the easiest duty ever:  stand guard over a dead body.  Cornelius 
couldn’t believe his luck when he was selected.  He’d been in Jerusalem for two months.  
During that time he’d been spat at by old ladies, attacked by rebels, and yelled at by his 
commanders.  He was sleep deprived, the food was so bad he’d lost 10 pounds, and he 
had some kind of fungus on his feet.  When he’d signed up to join the auxiliary troops, 
he’d pictured drama and adventure!  Himself on a mighty steed, bringing order to the 
chaotic territory.  Instead he found himself hefting huge sandbags and cleaning latrines.   
 
So when Pilate’s assistant came looking for a pair to guard the tomb of the prophet who’d 
been crucified for making trouble in the area, Cornelius leapt to his feet, dragging his 
friend Marcus with him.  Cornelius knew the rules for guarding:  you are responsible for 
your six square feet of space; you can’t sit down or lean against anything while on duty; if 
you fall asleep, you’ll be beaten, or worse.  But he also knew that nobody was going to be 
checking up on a grave on the outside of town.  And it’s not like their “prisoner” would 
give them any trouble.  He and Marcus could play some dice, shoot the breeze, and take 
turns napping.  Piece of cake. 
 
Except it didn’t work out that way at all.  Everything started out okay:  it was a pretty spot, 
really, nice and quiet.  There were birds and little animals running around.  Who 
immediately fled once the two guards started throwing rocks at them.  It wasn’t creepy 
there, more like a park.  After the hectic day with all those crucifixions, it was nice to just 
relax.  Naturally the two of them started talking about the guy in the tomb:  the stories 
they’d heard about his supposed “miracles” – probably fakery to swindle people out of 
their money; the crowds that couldn’t get enough of his weird speeches about a loser 
shepherd who would leave a flock of 99 to look for a single sheep; the way he provoked 
the governor and the temple by parading around the city and messing with the temple 
bank.  It really wasn’t surprising at all that the guy ended up crucified. 
 
After midnight, though, things got a little weird.  Not bad weird, just weird.  Cornelius 
could have sworn he heard his mother’s voice on the wind.  But that couldn’t be, she’d 
died years ago.  Yet he was sure he heard her singing the lullaby from his childhood, a 
song he’d virtually forgotten about; but there it was, on the wind.  And more.  At one point 
he was overpowered with the smell of the woodshop, the smell of olivewood dust that 
followed his father wherever he went.  He even thought he felt his father’s hand upon his 
shoulder!  That freaked him out a little, so he asked Marcus to trade places.  But as the 
night went on, the strange moments continued:  flashes of memory from childhood joy, 
the scent of fresh bread when they were miles from a bakery, a feeling of comfort and 
calm greater than he’d ever known.  Cornelius started to wonder if he’d eaten something 
bad at dinner, or if he was breathing in the pollen from some strange medicinal plant. 
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And then the singing started.  Their commander had told them that this duty wasn’t about 
keeping a prisoner in the tomb, but keeping his followers out.  The prophet, Jesus, was 
definitely dead, but there was a rumor that some of his whacky followers would steal him 
from this grave to start a rumor that he “rose again”.  Cornelius thought the governor’s 
concern was a little overblown:  with that big stone in front of the tomb, nobody was 
getting out or in.  But when the singing started, Cornelius thought, “This is it”:  Jesus’ 
hippy followers were on their way to try to steal his body.  Probably armed with crowbars.  
Cornelius stood up straighter, at the ready. 
 
Until he realized that the singing was coming from inside the tomb.  And it wasn’t the 
Jesus guy, it was a whole bunch of voices, and Cornelius had never heard anything like 
what they were singing.  The sound of it filled his vision with light, and made his skin 
tingle.  He couldn’t move – no, he didn’t want to move, and he just let the music pour over 
him, it was like he was drinking it, and it made his whole body glow. 
 
Cornelius was barely aware of two women approaching the grave while the song was 
echoing in the garden.  But he definitely noticed when the earth started shaking.  Usually 
he wouldn’t have been able to stay on his own two feet with the earth tipping and tearing; 
but now it was as if the light-filled song held him up.  The earthquake grew and grew, and 
threw the stone back from the entrance to the tomb.  Cornelius saw that Marcus was 
frozen in terror.  But Cornelius threw down his sword, ready to follow whatever came out 
of the tomb. 
 
I’m a bit like Cornelius:  I’ve got a tomb I’m carefully guarding.  It contains my worry that 
people will discover I’m inadequate at my job, my loneliness, my fears about this world.  
Some days I march back and forth in front of it, with a grim face and set shoulders telling 
the world to “keep out”.  I camouflage it with busy-ness and perkiness so nobody notices 
it.  I lay traps all around to keep anyone from finding it.  I spend a lot of time and energy 
keeping all my shadow sides trapped in that tomb. 
 
I doubt I’m the only one.  In my office I sometimes get a glimpse of other people’s tombs.  
The guilt over a failed marriage, the grudge that just can’t be dropped, the anxiety that 
sets the tone for each day.  I daresay we’re all guarding something, hoping to keep it 
tightly contained and hidden from sight. 
 
Which, of course, never works, right?  The more we try to hide and control these 
shadows, the more they rule our lives; the more energy they take to keep them in check, 
the more time we spend trying to make up for them.  At least Cornelius was paid to guard 
Jesus’ tomb.  We patrol ours for free. 
 
Jesus spent the three years of his ministry trying to get people to abandon their tombs.  
He healed them not just of blindness, but society’s judgment.  He fed them not just with 
bread, but with companionship.  He saw the authorities grip their power with both hands, 
and told them it meant nothing.  But we really like our tombs, like hanging on to the sharp 
and deadly stash inside.   
 
So Jesus went in there.  He went into the corners where we hide our shame, our self-
loathing.  He went into the dusty closets where we hide our jealousy, our racism, our 
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greed.  Jesus didn’t shy away from any of our damage or our broken places.  He saw it, 
he embraced it, he took it in.   
 
There’s a show on TV – I haven’t seen it, I’ve only heard about it – it’s called “Storage 
Wars” (because apparently we need to turn everything into a “war”).  It features those 
ugly temples to overconsumption:  commercial storage units.  Those low buildings with 
an endless façade of garage doors, one after another, identical and anonymous.  People 
rent them for all kinds of reasons:  reducing clutter while their house is on the market, 
storing off-season gear, just holding the overflow of our stuff-obsessed lives.  If the rent 
on a storage unit isn’t paid for three months, its contents can be auctioned off to the 
highest bidder.  As I understand it, the usual routine is for the garage door to be rolled 
open, so the potential bidders can see inside – they can’t go in, or move anything, 
though.  And then the bidding starts.  It’s a weird kind of gamble, the bidders trying to 
draw all kinds of conclusions about hidden treasures based on visible junk.  Sometimes it 
pays off, but often it just means the “winner” has to clean up the abandoned trash. 
 
Weird topic for an Easter sermon but just go with me here.  Perhaps you’ve never signed 
a contract on one of those storage units.  But I bet you’ve got one nonetheless.  We don’t 
have a lot of garden tombs around here, but there are at least three self-storage units 
within just a few miles.  So if you can’t picture parts of yourself trapped in a stone cave, 
maybe you can imagine hiding parts of yourself behind a padlocked garage door.  There 
are the lives we put on display, like the furniture and decorations in our homes:  the parts 
we want the world to see, the way we want to be defined.  And then there’s everything 
else, and that’s what we stash in the storage unit.  And we seal it up tight behind that 
garage door.  And put on a padlock or two.  Then patrol in front of it, keeping everybody 
out.  Maybe we keep a mean-looking dog by our side for good measure. 
 
And then Jesus shows up, and scratches the dog under the chin.  Opens the padlocks 
with a flick of the wrist.  Gently pushes us aside, and sends the door skyward.  Looks at 
everything we’ve hidden inside and murmurs under his breath.  Pokes through everything 
we’ve tried to conceal, flips through all we’ve tried to deny.  Sees the worst that we have, 
the worst that we are.  And then turns to us and says, “This all you got?” 
 
My friends, whatever you are holding onto, whatever you are hiding, whatever is weighing 
you down…  It is nothing to God.  Whatever fear is oppressing you, whatever guilt is 
haunting you, whatever stress is draining you…  God’s love is bigger.  Easter is God’s big 
spring cleaning; God whips open the curtains and flings wide the doors and lets light and 
air pour into the corners of dust and darkness.  And God says:  I love you.  Just as you 
are.  And God says:  I’m stronger than that fear.  I won’t leave you.  And God says:  You 
are more than your past and your shame.  You are holy and whole.  
 
Cornelius the guard had a lousy job:  working for the system of violence and oppression 
that tried to control all that was beautiful and loving, keeping it trapped in a place of death 
and despair.  But God gave Cornelius a new job; to spread the song he heard bursting 
out of that tomb, the tomb that couldn’t hold the light-filled life of God.  My friends, stop 
guarding the storage units where you hide the parts of yourselves you think are broken 
and unlovable.  Let God in, let God into every dark and dusty corner of your life.  And 
you, too, will be filled with light and love, to share with the world.  Amen. 


